TRAILER TENTS 2017

a True mark of perfecTion
100% FRENCH CRAF TSMANSHIP

Excellence,
righT up To The end of The holidays
Why choose
beTween comforT
and naTure?

100% FRENCH CR

AF TSMANSHIP

Trigano trailer tents have been made in Mamers in the Sarthe for over 60 years.
The haute couture of camping is a well-known name and its reputation is founded
on a long tradition.

Yes you can have holidays in the open air
without giving up anything in terms of comfort!
Through constantly updating the technical and
functional innovations in its range of trailer
tents, Trigano makes sure that your holiday
comfort is a top priority.
They are easy and quick to set up, with spacious
interiors. The shapes and colours are always
changing, and they come with as many options
as handy features.

Our know how is unique in Europe and is reflected in the quality of our products. The sense of perfection
that drives our designers is epitomised in the attention we pay in the choice of materials used. The canvas
is an essential component of a trailer tent. That’s why, for the roofs and walls, we have selected top quality
cotton that is resistant to water, tearing, humidity and the tests of time. The canvas is breathable and
well-ventilated. We sew our canvas ourselves by hand using knotted stitches for durability in all conditions.
The trailers, also constructed in our factories in France, are indestructible. You can therefore see how
we control the whole production line in order to provide trailer tents that will stand up to varied weather
conditions and are solid, practical and comfortable.

Find out about the full 2017 collection here
in this catalogue. More detailed information,
such as videos of our products and a list of
dealers in your area, can be found on our new
website: www.trigano-camping.com

YOUR HOLIDAYS DESERVE THE BEST!

If you want to get close to nature, whether with
family or friends, or just the two of you, there
is sure to be a model in our range that will suit
you, making for carefree and relaxing holidays.
What if your holidays were to become synonymous with perfection?
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You can find out about our workshops and the stages
of production of our trailer tents in this video.
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THE DETAILS THAT MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE
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opTions

THE TRIGANO ADVANTAGES
Reducing our environmenTal impacT
wiTh
In order to implement a certified environmental approach and to manage the life cycle of
our products, Trigano has an undertaking with the Texyloop collection body to recycle
100% of our PVC materials.
Recycling is currently the only effective way of limiting our environmental impact and reducing
the amount of waste produced. Every ton of new raw material produced by Texyloop recycling
gives a corresponding saving in resources and energy. Texyloop is a fully operational
industrial recycling process at the heart of a Europe-wide collection network. Texyloop
allows 100% recycling of the components of textiles and promotes the emergence of
activities for reuse of materials in new applications.

European
approval,
a mark of TrusT
All our trailer tents are approved to
the applicable European standards and
comply fully with the latest road safety
re q u i re m e n t s . Ou r tr a iler ten ts ca n
therefore be used in all European Union
member states.
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galleon
A compleTely
separaTe living
area!
The GALLEON caravan has one of the range’s
nicest living areas. More than 3 metres wide,
with various storage areas: a great idea for those
who enjoy long evenings spent with friends.
It’s almost as if the dark canvas roof over the
bedrooms is complicit in your well-deserved lieins, whilst the lighter-coloured awning extension
allows maximum light into the living room. The
efficacy of the assembly system allows the
compartment and bedrooms to be set up in
under minutes.
And lastly, with the GALLEON model, you have
a choice of equipment (with or without brakes,
with or without kitchenette) and colour (in mocha with blue trim or a blue and ecru version).
A considerable advantage of the GALLEON:
its value for money is one of the best on the
market, without compromising on quality.
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A choice of 2 colours:

Total laden weight: 495 - 650 kg
for the braked trailer

Blue/ecru or Mocha

Unladen weight: 285 kg or 320 kg
for the braked trailer, + 25 kg with the
kitchen unit option
Mechanical brake: optional
Size of wheels: 500 x 10
Overall body size (LxWxH):
320 x 140 x 110 cm
Surface area: 20,9 m²
Blue/ecru

Suspension: rubber, independent

easy to put up:

20 minuTes

Mocha
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WATCH THE ASSEMBLY VIDEO
by scanning this qr.code
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For more information about this model visit: www.trigano-camping.com
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Odyssée

2017
new
colours

An appeTiTe
for simpliciTy
The ODYSSÉE trailer tent builds on the
basics of the trailer tent, whilst confirming
its family and economic appeal, thanks
to its excellent value for money.
Simplicity does not mean lack of comfort
The quality of the sleeping area is as
important as ever: a slatted bed base is,
of course, part of the fixtures. Without
this a trailer tent would lose its very soul!
Easy and quick to set up, ODYSSÉE easily
folds back up when you need a change.
This year the ODYSSÉE model has changed
colour and is now available green.
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Total laden weight: 650 kg
Unladen weight: 365 kg with the
kitchen unit option
Mechanical brake: standard
Size of wheels: 135 R 13
Overall body size (LxWxH):
383 x 162 x 105 cm
Surface area: 18,9 m²
Suspension: rubber, independent

quick to put up:

10 minuTes
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WATCH THE ASSEMBLY VIDEO
by scanning this qr.code
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For more information about this model visit: www.trigano-camping.com
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Odyssée

plus
+++++

2017
new
colours

Luxurious, peaceful
and sensual
ODYSSÉE PLUS is a better equipped version
of the ODYSSÉE, ready to use in a matter of
minutes. The caravan and its awning extension
can be set up in a few movements. Designed
for night-time comfort: the 2 bedrooms each
have a double bed with a slatted base. The
groundsheet, the new sunshade and mosquito
nets protect you from the disadvantages
associated with open air living. The awning
extension maximises natural light, thanks to
its large skylight. As an option, the kitchenette
can be fitted with wheels and has all you need
to cater for the whole family, including a sink
and a gas hob with 3 burners. And lastly, the
EASY PACK system means you have easy access
to your luggage, even during your journey.
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Total laden weight: 650 kg
Unladen weight:
365 kg with the kitchen unit option
Mechanical brake: standard
Size of wheels: 135 R 13
Overall body size (LxWxH):
383 x 162 x 105 cm
Surface area: 18,9 m²
Suspension: rubber, independent

Easy Pack SysTem

New feaTure

quick to put up:

10 minuTes
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For more information about this model visit: www.trigano-camping.com
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WATCH THE ASSEMBLY VIDEO
by scanning this qr.code
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OLYMPE

WhaT if The whole
Tribe could come?
Camping’s great, but not without friends and
family! Our super-sized model, the OLYMPE,
can accommodate up to 12 people (6 children
and 6 adults). Covering almost 26 m², it is the
most spacious of our trailer tents. It has two
independent bedrooms separated by a compartment, which could be used as a 3rd bedroom for
two people. Add another annex and bedrooms
under the base and you can accommodate the
whole clan! Its large size does not prevent it
from being simple and quick to set up, as the
awning unfolds along with the bedrooms. For
large groups, the kitchenette provides all the
necessary storage, a sink and a hob with 3 gas
burners. As an option, the kitchenette can be
fitted with wheels, so can be easily moved to
cook under the awning or outside. With the
OLYMPE you are guaranteed great get-togethers.
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Total laden weight: 650 kg
Unladen weight:
465 kg with the kitchen unit option
Mechanical brake: standard
Size of wheels: 135 R 13
Overall body size (LxWxH):
383 x 162 x 105 cm
Surface area: 25,7 m²
Suspension: rubber, independent

easy to put up:

20 minuTes
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For more information about this model visit: www.trigano-camping.com
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WATCH THE ASSEMBLY VIDEO
by scanning this qr.code
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alpha

The greaT escape,
5 sTar-sTyle
Top of the range features on the ALPHA
model. It is ultra-compact, with some great
features for roaming, without compromising
at all on comfort. The caravan can be folded
and unfolded in less than 5 minutes! The cosy
nest has been designed right down to the last
detail with your well-being in mind: enormous
bed (150 x 205 cm) on a slatted base, a large
storage area with easy access to your luggage
and a luxury kitchenette with gas and the
connections are pre-fitted at the front of the
trailer or that they are pre-fitted in the front
storage box. Its outward appearance is in line
with the ODYSSÉE PLUS and OLYMPE, and
gives it a contemporary shape. You want to
extend your stay? Invite friends? Push back
the walls: add an awning, a sun canopy, an
annex at the back or an extra bedroom.
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Total laden weight: 650 - 750 kg
Unladen weight:
400 kg, 460 kg with the kitchen unit
Mechanical brake: standard
Size of wheels: 165/70 R13
Overall body size (LxWxH): 435 x 171 x 105 cm
Surface area: 8,6 m²
Suspension:
rubber, independent with shock absorbers

quick to put up:

3 minuTes
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WATCH THE ASSEMBLY VIDEO
by scanning this qr.code
For more information about this model visit: www.trigano-camping.com
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The deTails ThaT make all The difference
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Easy To Tow

GroundsheeT

Once closed, a Trigano trailer tent is the size of a standard
trailer. It can be towed by most types of car, even the smallest
models, offering almost no wind resistance. It is also easy to
store in winter.

Acclaimed by our customers, these sheets are attached to the
awnings by a zip fastener about 10 cm above the ground. They
protect you from moisture and insects, and also prevent wind
blowing under the awning. You can remove them and refit them
whenever you want.

STorage space

KiTchen uniT

Sleeping comforT

We know you take a lot of luggage with you on holiday. All our
models are equipped with storage spaces for easy transport.
And some models offer the all new EASY PACK system making
access to luggage easier during stopovers. In addition, optional
accessories, such as the front storage box or luggage rack,
allow for specific items of equipment, such as bikes and
fridges, to be transported.

All of our models are available with or without kitchen units.
These units are attached at the rear of your trailer tent and
offer all the space and equipment you need. They are mobile
so that you can cook outside your awning when it is fine
(except the fixed kitchen unit on the Alpha model). The kitchens
on the Odyssée and Olympe models can be
fitted with wheels.

Sleep as if you are in your own bed! The bedrooms are made
from cotton, which serves as a lining for the main canvas and
are fitted with mosquito nets and flaps. The mattresses are
wide and comfortable and the slatted bases are available
on most models. All of our models offer two separate rooms
(except the Alpha) and you can also add extra sleeping areas
(underbed tents, annexes).

OpTions
Side annex

Underbed TenT

Sun canopy

MosquiTo neTs

Fitted with a window, flap and mosquito net, this
annex can be used as a bedroom or toilet cubicle.

This additional bedroom is installed under the beds.
Consisting of a cotton tent and a groundsheet to
protect against moisture, it is ideal for the kids.

Extend your trailer tent with a sun canopy. The
shapes vary according to the models to match
their design.

Replace the doors with mosquito nets during hot
summer days.

Galleon

Odyssée Odyssée Plus

Olympe

Alpha

Galleon

Odyssée Odyssée Plus

Olympe

Galleon

160 cm

Odyssée Odyssée Plus
190 cm

190 cm

Olympe

190 cm

Alpha

Odyssée

200 cm

Odyssée Plus

Olympe

STorage box

STorage brackeT

Luggage rack

Spare wheel

Indispensable for transporting a fridge, a WC, a
bottle of gas, etc.

In the off season, this storage bracket allows you
to store your trailer tent with ease.

To transport suitcases or up to 3 bikes, (bike
carrier not provided).

Placed under the trailer, it offers easy access. A jockey
wheel is also available to help you move your trailer
tent with ease (See photo of storage box).

Galleon

Odyssée Odyssée Plus

Olympe

Galleon

Odyssée Odyssée Plus

Olympe

Galleon

Odyssée Odyssée Plus

Olympe

Galleon

Odyssée

Odyssée Plus

Olympe

Alpha
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Your distributor

your holidays
deserve The besT!
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